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Subject: Install problems first system cl-update, eudev udev issues

Description: Fresh installation first system update here is my error

630 packages will be installed, 1346213 KiB will be downloaded

not be installed simultaneously. You may want to try a larger value of

the --backtrack option, such as --backtrack=30, in order to see if

that will solve this conflict automatically.

For more information, see MASKED PACKAGES section in the emerge man

page or refer to the Gentoo Handbook.

Error: The above package list contains packages which cannot be

installed at the same time on the same system.

(sys-fs/eudev-3.0:0/0::gentoo, binary scheduled for merge) pulled in by

=sys-fs/eudev-1.5.3-r1:0/0[abi_x86_32(),abi_x86_64(),gudev] required by 

(virtual/libgudev-215-r1:0/0::gentoo, binary scheduled for merge) 

(sys-fs/udev-216:0/0::gentoo, ebuild scheduled for merge) pulled in by

=sys-fs/udev-208-r1:0/0[abi_x86_32(),abi_x86_64()] required by (virtual/libudev-215-r1:0/1::gentoo, binary 

scheduled for merge) 

=sys-fs/udev-208-r1 required by (virtual/udev-215:0/0::gentoo, installed) 

For more information about Blocked Packages, please refer to the following

section of the Gentoo Linux x86 Handbook (architecture is irrelevant):

http://www.gentoo.org/doc/en/handbook/handbook-x86.xml?full=1#blocked

!!! The following installed packages are masked:

- dev-lang/perl-5.18.2-r2::gentoo (masked by: package.mask)

/usr/portage/profiles/package.mask:

Andreas K. Huettel <dilfridge@gentoo.org> (29 Mar 2015)

Mask Perl 5.18 for removal. Please upgrade to Perl 5.20

For more information, see the MASKED PACKAGES section in the emerge

man page or refer to the Gentoo Handbook.

Any help would be appreciated I am new to Calculate and Gentoo Thanks

History

04/08/2015 11:06 am - Mikhail Hiretsky

What is build of your system

<pre>

cl-core-variables-show --only-value main.os_linux_build

</pre>



Did you install any packages?

04/08/2015 11:48 am - john robertson

here is the build# 20141230

No I have not installed anything yet. I did a Fresh re-install of 14.12.1 KDE x86-84 after reboot did the first update with Calculate Linux Update and got 

the error above also I did cl-update through the terminal and got the same result.

Thank You

04/13/2015 11:08 am - john robertson

I downloaded a new image from the STAGES section of downloads the newest one under weekly images and it installed and updated just fine. Instead 

of 630 updates I only needed 6 then another 10 after calculating dependencies. Looks like older build versions of the release may not update well. My 
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new image build # is 20150410 the one I was having trouble with looks to be quite old. So in the future anyone having problems updating their system 

after a fresh installation try downloading the latest weekly image under STAGES.

04/13/2015 12:04 pm - Mikhail Hiretsky

We fix update from 14.12.1. Normally update goes without collision, but problems sometimes occur.We try to fix them, but it sometimes takes a long 

time. The problem that you describe, has occured because of a major upgrade utilities. If you have not install any packages and use system "from box" 

perhaps maybe easier and faster to reinstall the system. Especially if you have double root partitioning.
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